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This week in Part 2 of Guy Zapoleon’s updated for 2022 ‘Music Cycles’
presentation he explains how to program your way out of the Doldrums and
improve both ratings and revenue.
Beginning Year Three of the Doldrums In 2022, We Need To Change Our Ways Of
Finding New Hits
MISSING THE HITS
In the past few years there have been great songs that have basically been lightly played or
avoided entirely because programmers had their hands too tightly on the wheel, looking
straight ahead and not seeing the hits, instead favoring the Pop genre to the extreme. These
programmers didn’t believe that these songs from other genres fit their Pop-centered sound,
and because their stations were so Pop-centered and not balanced, it was a self-fulfilling
prophesy!
One example of a missed hit for Top 40 is certainly the huge Country hit “Fancy Like” by
Walker Hayes, which, with a dance associated with it, became a sensation on TikTok. The
song, which is all about a date at Applebee’s, got the attention of the restaurant, became the
song that you heard virtually everywhere, and got even more additional exposure
on Applebee’s endless television ads, including on commercials at major NFL and college
events (the most watched television shows of 2021). The song was destined for #1 on
Billboard, but instead, because Top 40 radio was hesitant on giving this song full-time
exposure or even playing it, peaked at #3 on Billboard and only made it to #13 on the
Mediabase Top 40 spins chart. This is a prime example of a mass appeal Country song that
should have been given the spins and wasn’t, and so Top 40 missed out on seizing the
moment of a nationally-beloved song. So what if it was Country and a big hit there?! It was
even more than that. It was a mass appeal hit that got lost for Top 40!
Another smash that may get lost as well, because it doesn’t sound like every Pop genre hit,
was the central topic of a brilliant article by Integr8’s Matt Bailey. That’s the smash hit “We
Don’t Talk About Bruno” from “Encanto,” the #1 animated movie on Disney+ with a
soundtrack written by Hamilton’s Lin Manuel Miranda. It has been seen by millions of
mothers with children, and so, is instantly familiar to them.

Unfortunately, some Top 40 Programmers are extremely slow to embrace a song that is #1
streaming, #1 digital singles sales, #1 Top 200 Albums, and #1 on the Billboard Hot 100
Chart. Yes, you may see a song become #1 streaming and it still does not fit Top 40, but this
is really different because when you see a song go #1 on the Billboard Hot 100, it has never
not been a mass appeal hit! When you don’t play this one, you are missing a #1, or at least a
Top 5 hit for your Top 40 station. It hurts your station, because you are playing weaker Pop
songs in the place of this hit song, and probably overly hesitant about playing hits from other
genres despite all the evidence.
When you continue to avoid enough of these kinds of hits because they aren’t from the “Pop”
genre, you will lose the variety factor for your Top 40. Missing enough of these kind of hits
will cause you to eventually lose ratings. (Even a great morning show can only protect you
for so long, if you avoid playing too many real hits.)
THE RECIPE FOR TOP 40 MUSIC PROGRAMMING SUCCESS
As we see more and more 12-24s leave for streaming, the one audience that’s more loyal to
radio and will stick with it longer is 25+ /30+ women. With radio’s audience getting older, it
may well be time to adjust the format. Top 40 radio targets 18-34 or even 21-34 (but that
depends on your market and competitive situation). Playing hit songs that also appeal to a
25-34 audience is keeping those women who grew up with your station from going to the Hot
AC or AC in town and keeping them loyal to radio as well.
Don’t forget, left field hits like “Fancy Like” and “We Don’t Talk About Bruno” appeal to this
older audience as well and young adults, too. So the remedy for getting out of the Doldrums
is what the always forward-thinking President & CEO of RCS /Media Monitors /Mediabase
/Florical Philippe Generali told me a decade ago: You will be able to “follow the
breadcrumbs” to find the hits. What he was saying was that when you follow the behavior of
music consumers, and you review every bit of the “Big Data” of music consumer behavior
from all its sources, it’s easy to tell what the hits are very early.
As we look into the future at these sources for Big Data, we know that on TikTok, for
example, 75% of users go there for music discovery, and it’s where the newer hits (and hits
for radio) are beginning to come from now. This is music that is fan-to-fan delivered, as fans
are making thousands of videos with music for other fans.
Young adult event programs like HBO’s “Euphoria” are launching TikTok, streaming and
even #1 Shazam songs like Lana Del Rey’s “Watercolor Eyes” with each episode. In a few
years, when Rebirth is upon us, many of those hits will more than likely be coming first from

streaming sites and TikTok, not to mention new music discovery apps that haven’t even
been born yet.
So, in conclusion, remember to keep your Pop balance, but be open to other genres as they
become popular, and play more of them as they become big hits in streaming, TikTok and
Shazam. Also look at Hitpredictor, which is still an incredible tool for finding the hits. And
remember to ride the wave of each phase of the Music Cycle. Don’t stay in a rut with the
same formula no matter what!
During the Extremes, you will play a little more Hip Hop if it’s melodic, or even more Rock. If
Top 40 is in the Doldrums, as we are in now, you should be playing more AC, Rock, Country
and melodic Hip Hop when those songs show “all the signs” that they are hits, and a little
less Pop! When it is Rebirth time after Doldrums in a few years, you’ll see more songs, Pop
genres and new artists emerging with hits, but you’ll still want to play the Variety Mix
combination of AC/Rock/Country/other genres.
There is a new way to some, but an obvious way to others who have stayed ahead of the
game. It’s not about looking at the charts, which are really the worst way to find out about
new music these days. The charts are one way to know what the hits are, but it’s very hard
to identify what’s driving a song’s growth in popularity by looking at a national chart itself. A
song rising on the chart could be due to multiple factors, streaming, or airplay or both.
When you are look at a spins chart, the rise on the chart could be due to great label
promotion team. Many, many times a potential hit gets lost. Look at what happened to Dua
Lipa’s “Levitating,” which was rocketed up the charts, but peaked at #4, and then was
shuffled off to Recurrent Land. That is until people noticed that great Program Directors like
iHeartMedia’s Dylan Sprague (WXKS) and Mark Medina (Z100) were continuing to power
the song. The label noticed and began promoting it as a current song again. That miraculous
turnaround gave “Levitating” a second chance, and became 2021’s #1 song of the year. As
tough as it is to find hit songs, Top 40 would have lost a huge hit, and that’s bad for the
format!
When you are looking at Music Discovery and finding new hits, it’s like a massive jigsaw
puzzle. However, in solving any problem, the best way to do that is to break it down to the
individual parts, the sources that contribute to a song’s popularity, and study them.
These days, that means you should be studying on a weekly basis and trending streaming,
TikTok, Shazam, and sales. (HitPredictor is also still a great tool.) I personally love the
TikTok Trending 10 that’s on SiriusXM, and while the turnover from week- to-week is

generally around 70% from the previous week, songs that continue to be at the top of that
chart for several weeks are definitely potential Top 40 hits.
So I say to Top 40 programmers, don’t get caught up in a stagnant, one-size-fits-all Top 40
formula. That will only hurt you. Ride the wave of the Music Cycle.
If you stay in your Pop rut, you are avoiding the formula which made Top 40 the #1 format for
music and music discovery for well over 60 years That formula, as my buddy in heaven,
Steve Rivers, as well as my friend John Ivey says, “Play the Hits” and that’s playing ALL THE
HITS, while playing the natural variety of all Pop, Rock, Hip Hop and R&B, AC and yes even
Country.
Remember, playing “All The Hits” is the very definition of playing what are the most popular
hits. That is to say, what’s A) streaming the most, plus B) TikTok’ing the most, plus C)
Shazaming the most, plus D) selling the most. When you find those hits, and if Top 40
programmers give those songs the necessary spins (now 400-500 5a-7p since 2020), and
five to six weeks of callout, you’ll see that those will come through in your callout ranker as
the hits!
Here’s another look at the artists that made the Music Cycles through the years.

